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SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
ASSASSINATION 

tMr. STOKES asked and was given 
permission to address the House for 1 
minute and to revise and extend his 

• remarks and Include extraneous 
matter.) 

Mr. STOKES. Mr. Speaker, as the 
former chairman of the Select Com-
mittee on Assassination, I Mee, from 
time to time, reported to the House 
about events that have transpired 
since the Committee completed its 
work In July 1979. I rise now to bring 
to the attention of the House several 
Items. 

In Its November 1980 issue, the 
Washingtonian printed a less than fa-
vorable article about the work of the 
select committee by one of its former 
investigators, Oileton Fonzi. The com-
mittee's former chief counsel, Prof. G. 
Robert Blakey, who now teaches at 
the Notre Dame Law School, and its 
former deputy chief counsel. Gary 
Cornwell, wrote responses to Mr. 
Fonzi's piece. White Professor Bla-
key's short letter was published, Mr. 
Cornwell's fuller treatment was not, 
Because I believe these two statements 
should be part of the historical record. 
I ask that they he printed In the Core 
enesstoeute RECORD at the Conclusion 
of my remarks. 

In addition. Professor Blakey and 
Richard Billings. a key aid on the 
select committee's staff, have just pub-
lished through the New York Times 
Book Co., "The Plot To Kill the Presi-
dent." The book is an effort to go 
beyond the findings of the select com-
mittee and name those who' were 
behind the President's death, The au-
thors asked me and our former col-
league. Richardson Preyer, who was 
the chairman of the JFK Subcommit-
tee. to prepare forewords for possible 
inclusion In the book. As it turned out 
the manuscript exceeded its contract-
ed-for length by over 50,000 words. 
and the editors at Times Books asked 
Professor Blakey and Mr. Billings to 
cut the manuscript down considerably. 
It was not, therefore, possible to in-
clude Mr. Preyer's and my remarks in 
the published book. Nevertheless, I 
would like to share them with the 
House, and I ask that they be Included 
in the CorienessioNet. RECORD at the 
conclusion of my remarks. 

Finally, Mr. Speaker, I note that on 
December 1, 1980, the Denartment of 
Justice released a report of the Tech-
nical Services Division of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigations on the acous-
tical studies of the select committee. 
The FBI report found that the scien-
tific work done by the select commit-
tee was Invalid. Although I asked the 
Department to Work with our former 
staff and its scientists, the work was • 
done In secret, and the FBI report was 
relresed before anyone connected to 
the select committee had a chance to 
look at it. We had hoped that collabo- ' 
ration would have been possible, since 
truth, not one-upmanship in public re-
lations, was what was at stake. We had 
hoped, too, to avoid misunderstand-
ings, for we knew that the Technical 
Services Division was relatively inex-
perienced In the acoustical field, The 
Department of Justice, however, did 
not choose to collaborate, and it must 
now suffer the consequences. Profes-
sor Blakey and our scientists have 
carefully reviewed the work of the 
FBI insofar as it was possible from the 
incomplete data released and have de-
termined that the FBI fundamentally 
misunderstood our scientific and evi- 

dential analysis. There was. In short, 
no Justifiable basis for the FBI conclu-
sion that Jur work was invalid. Profes-
sor BlaYey has given me a memoran-
dum on the FBI report, as have our 
scientists. I ask that they be printed In 
the CONGRESSIONAL Racoon at the con-
elusion of my remarks..  

Mr. Speaker, I have not yet decided 
how to pursue the matter of the per-
formance of the Department of Jus-
tice In its handling of our acoustical 
studies. The National Science Founda-
tion and National Academy of Sci-
ences have underway a study of what., 
if any, additional work should be done 
in this area. When that study is com-
pleted. 'will make a decision. Until 
that time, I will continue to keep the 
House informed of items relating to 
the work of the former select commit-
tee. 

The material referred to above fol-
lows: 
THE JFK ASSASSINATION: A -Omer Writs's 

WHALE"? 
I write to set the record straight, at least 

insofar as a two-page letter can adequately 
respond to an 80,000-word article, Claeton 
Fermi's "Who Killed JFK?" (November 
117801.  

, Mr. Fonzi's thesis is that the Investigation 
of the House Select Committee on Assassi-
nations was a fraud. For those who care 
about the truth. I refer them to the commit. 
tee's 050-page final report and Its secompa. 
!lying 27 volumes of supporting hearings 
and related materials. They-speak for them. 
selves. 

But Mr. Forml goes beyond a general char-
acterization of the public portion of the 
committee's work and levels a number of 
specific charges against me personally. Each 
of them is either simply false or, worse, a 
half-truth that misleads by what it omits. 
Their publication without giving me an op-
portunity to respond was shoddy Journal-
ism. 

To note one example: Mr. Ponzi suggests 
that I came to the Investigation profession-
ally biased, believing that organized crime 
had had a hand in the President's death. 
Not true. In fact, I personally thought it 
highly unlikely that a conspiracy had led to 
the assassination end that, if it had. It 
would not have included organized crime, as 
the assassination of the President would 
have been too risky a venture for the mob. 
Nevertheless. I did not let my parsons feel• 
trigs affect my professional conduct. 

Subject to Inevitably finite resources, the 
committee's investigation was, therefore, 
structured to pursue all conspiracy hypoth-
eses. including, most importantly, official 
Involvement, whether domestic or foreign, . 
as well as those embracing a variety-  of 
other relevant groups within our society, 
not excluding organized crime. 

To take another example: Mr. Vonzl 
quotes me as saying that the committee's in-
vestigation was going to be the -last investi-
gation," as if I had arrogantly believed that 
no one could add to or subtract from any-
thing,  that I „erected. A half-truth, In fact, I 
said it would be the last Investigation unless 
it resulted In a major breakthrough that 
radically changed the view not only of the 
American people but also of its governmere 
tal leaders about those tragic events in 
Alias seventeen years ago. If so, we then 
had the reasonable expectation that the De-
partment of Justice would reopen the Inves-
tigation and bring our congressional efforts 
to a lawful conclusion in a judicial forum. 

• 
On that score, I readily concede that I 

turned out to be wrong. We did make a 
major breakthrough—the development of 
scientific and other evidence showing two 
shooters In the plaza—but nothing that the 
Department of Justice has done since our 
final report shows any sign of a willingness 
on its part to reopen the Investigation. 

I have, however, neither the time nor the 
Inclination to respond to each of Mr. Fonzi's 
misstatements of fact or distortions of the 
truth. Suffice IL to say that he was not hired 
by me, as he was so larking In profes.sional .  
objectivity that I would never have em• 
Played him in the first instance. As an in-
vestigator for Senator Richard Schweiker, 
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he had come upon a lead that purported to. 
connect Lee Harvey Oswald to the CIA. He 
was convinced that he had the answer to 
the meaning of the President's death. (Staff 
members decisively referred to him as an 
"Ahab" and to his quest as a search for 
"Moby Dick.") 

Nonetheless. I decided to retain him be-
cause I thought that his °be:melon would 
help assure that his aspect of the commit-
tee's Investigation (Mr. Fora1 was but one 
investigator on one of two teams of lawyers. 
researchers, and investigators working on 
Osivald leads: he headed neither team) 
would receive Its full due. In fact, It con-
sumed a significant portion of our re-
sources—personnel, money, and time. 

The committee's investigation failed to 
find Fonzi's "Great White Whale," not be-
cause we—Fonzl and 1—did not try but be-
cause the evidence was not there. Mr. 
Fonzi's article. in short, Is not the truth 
about the committee's Investigation but a 
sad self-revelation of a single man's mono-
mania. 

G. ROBERT BLAKE?, 
Professor of Law, 

Notre Dame Lao School. 
NOTE--(Blakey was chief counsel and 

staff director of the House Select commit-
tee on Assassinations.) 

AT Issue: A Fume. AND COMN.ETE INvEsTICA. 
Twig or TUE ASSASSINATIONS or PRESIDENT 
KENNEDY 

(A- response to "lit7ro killed JFK?"by Gaelon 
Fonzi in the Wa.shinolonian) 

(By Gary Cornwell. Deputy Chief Counsel, 
House Select Committee on Assassination) 

It does not take a careful reading of ''Who 
killed JFK?" by Gaston Fonzi (The Wash-
inetonism. November 1980) to realize the 
Fonzi's Intent was to discredit the investlga' 
Hen ref the Hesse Select Cernmnatc Cr, 
sassintitions. Nor must a reader be especially 
well versed on the subject of the Kennedy 
assassination In general or the Committee 
investigation In particular to recognize that 
Forme who served as a Committee investiga-
tor, had his own pet theory about the asses-

-sination—one that he had acquired before 
the Committee even existed— and that his 
failure to document the validity of this 
theory was a source of deep frustration. 
(Fonzi's theory, which is based on the testi-
mony of an anti-Castro Cuban exile, Anto- 
nio 	is that agents of the Central 
Intelligence Agency had masterminded' the 
murder of the President. For eveidence, he 
relies on Veelana's statement that on one 
occasion Lee Harvey Oswald met with a 
mysterious individual, an apparent intent-
gence agene who was known to Veclana as 
Maurice Bishop.) The article does, however, 
contain severe distortions of fact and falla- 
cies In reasoning which may have escaped 
the attention of the casual reader with lim- 
ited access to reliable Information. dieter- 
then.s and fallacies that were the result of 

Fonzi's bias, his frustration, and his appar-
ent naivete. 

Most Americans. I believe, haVe an appro-
priate interest In the Kennedy assassina-
tion. They want to know who killed their 
President. They want to know whether they 
can rely upon the findings of the Warren 
Commission in 1964 and the House Select 
Committee in 1978. But because most 
people do not have the times and resources 
to seek the answers to their questions, they 
must rely to a considerable degree on what 
they are told by presumed experts like 
Fonzi. When they are told the government 
did not conduce an effective investigation 
and are led to believe that the CIA—or at 
least certain officials of that agency—had 
hand In the President's death, more is lost 
than their faith in the American system of 
government: government policy Is affected. 

Readers of The Washingtonian are the deci-
sion makers—members of congress, excels- 
Live branch officials, politicians, judges, and 
citizens who cast votes—who will dictate the 
future conduct of such investigations; and It 
Is they who will decide if and how the gov-
ernment. including the CIA, will be 
changed. Thus, If reliance upon "eye-wits 
ness" accounts such as Pones Is misplaced, 
if his attitudes and criticisms, however spu-
rious, are made convincing by his talents as 
a writer, national policy of the future will 
be based on erroneous assumptions to our 
muttral detriment. For this reason the arti-
cle merits careful analysis. 

It may initially be helpful to consider 
what the article Is not. It Is not, as It pro-
claims to be, an article by a "top U.S. gov-
ernment investigator." Fonzi is a Journalist 
by trade, and he was but one of many Inves-
tigators employed by the Select committee. 
Although the article is title, "Who Killed 
JFK?". it does not provide an answer to that 
question. And while The Washingtonian 
boasts that the author broke "his oath of si-
lence," thereby suggesting some grand pur-
pose is to be served by the daring revela-
tions to follow, the article is In fact little 
more than a retelling of Veclana's story of 
the mysterious Maurice Bishop (which the 
Select Committee had already published in 
its final report). embellished by Fonzi's 
speculations and opinions. 

It Is those speculations and opinions that 
are most troubling and detrimental, but 
before considering them In detail It might 
help to put them In perspective by taking a 
closer look at Veciana's story. To attempt to 
resolve the question. ''Who Killed JFK?" by 
focusing exclusively upon the testimony of 
Antonin Veciana, as Formi does, a number of 
other questions must be answered, Was 
there a Maurice Bishop? If so. what was his 
real name and affiliation? (Fungi speculates 
that Sisley', worked for the CIA. dismissing 
the possibility that he was employed by an-
ether Intelligence agency, domestic or for-
eign, or by some private organization.) Did 
Bishop really have an encounter with 
Oswald? (Veciana could be credible but mis-
taken about his observations, which he him-
self described as brief and fleeting. Such 
eyewitness accounts arc widely viewed, at 
'cast by lawyers. as suspect.) Finally, even If 
Bishop did meet with Oswald. what was the 
significance? (While Fonzi would have his 
readers Infer a connection between the 
meeting and the assassination, severs! other 
explanations are equally plausible, especial; 
ly if we, like Fonzi. are cenetrained only by 
the limits of our Imagination.) 

Them arc all Interesting questions, and 
they were so rez:u-ded by the Commlitee. 
which investigated them to the extent posel-
ble.. But in Fonzi's suggestion that Veclana's 
story reveals who killed President Kennedy 
anything more than irresponsible myopia? 
does Hoe inn:D-I:Mee of Veclana's :Lemma go 

beyond the fact that it was the Issue that 
most interested Fonzi? And, most impor-
tant. Is Lhe Committee's conclusion that Ve-
clana's testimony did not establish CIA com-
plicity adequate cause for asserting that its 
Investigation was n "bureaucratic charade"? 

Taken at face value. Veclana's story estab-
lished no more than the following: he was 
associated In his anti-Castro activities with a 
man known to him as Maurice Bishop; 
Bishop appeared to have Intelligence ties. 
though these ties remained unspecified; and 
this Bishop, about three months before the 
assassination, met with a man whom Nee-
clart later Identified from photographs es 
Lee Harvey Oswald. Anything mop) is sheer 
speculation. There Is no Informatien as to 
who employed Bishop, and there Is ao  evi- 
dence that Bishop either had foreknowledge 
of or participated in the assassination. (Ve-
clans specifically raid he had no answers to 
these crucial questions. and efforts by Fonzi 
and I.he Committee to shed light on them 
Independently were not successful.) 

Foral's article Is not, then, a revelation of 
"Who Killed JFK," nor Is it an expose of 
what "insiders know." What It is 15 one 
'man's speculation about the CIA and his 
opinion of the Committee. Formers frustra- 
tion at not being able to prove a CIA plot Is 
perhaps understandable; the way he has 
chosen to vent It, however, Is not. He blames 
his frustration on Insidious forces. Intimat- 
ing that had it not been for a continuing 
conspiracy (apparently between the CIA 
and the Committee) to keep him "very, very 
busy and eventually 	. wear [him) down," 
he could have established his case against 
Bishop and time CIA. This assessment of 
blame and unsupported speculation would 
not be so harmful if expressed privately or 
Idly pondered by those who make no pre- 
tense of having "Inside" information. It 
seems that nearly everyone I meet has his 
own theory about the assassination, and 
perhaps clue to the character of the Presi- 
dent and the nature of his death. emotional 
attachments to particular theories often de- 
velop. In that respect, Fonzi may be In goad 
company—at least numerically. But Fonzl 
has now proclaimed himself an expert on 
the assassination, and his theory and his 
opinion of the Committee, by their publica-
tion in the Washingtonian, have gained a 
measure of credibility. So it is not enough to 
answer Fonzi by simply stating he is wrong. 

Fonzi begins with a reference to the Com-
mittee's mandate, House Resolution 222, 
which called for "a full and complete inves-
tigation and study of the circumstances stir-
rounding the aseasslisatIon and death of 
President John F. Kennedy... ." He then 
asserts that. "like the Warren Commission, 
what the House Assassinations Committee 
did not do was 'conduce fr full and complete 
investigatien.'" and opines that ". .. what 
the Kennedy assassination still needs is an 
Investigation guided simply, unswervingly 
by the priority of truth." Finally, Manzi 
asks. "Is It unrealistic to desire, for some-
thing as Important as the assassination of a 
President, an Investigation unbound by po-
litical, financial, or time restrictions?" Al-
though he apparently intended the question 
to remain rhetorical, It merits an explicit 
answer. Clearly, when you stop to think 
about It•  the answer is yes, at least in this 
country, it Ls unrealistic. 

Every day, citizens of Lhls country are sen-
tenced to long terms of incarceration, and 
occasionally even put to dente, as the result 
of investigations that are not "unbound by 
political, financial or time restrictions." The 
time and financial restrictions result from 
the budgetary limitations of our police 
forces and investigative agencies, and the 
"poillleal" restrictions arise from our basic 
system of checks and balances (limited 

power in the hands of any one institution) 
and civil liberty protections. Because our in-
vestigations are no limited, there are mini-
mal criteria to test the sufficiency of the in-
vestigative efforts, at least whenever life or 
Liberty is at stake: the short form expression 
of that lest of minimum sufficiency is 
"Proof beyond a reasonnbie doubt." Only In 
the world of Perry Mason must investign-
lions produce conclusions with absolute cer-
tainty. In the real world, at least In this 
country, we long ago opted for a system 
that set political, financial, and time limita-
tions on our Investigations, with the result 
being that our investigations, even those 
concerning crimes "as Important as the as-
seesination of a President", are not guided 
"simply, unswervingly by the priority of 
truth. _a 
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Should the death of a President be 
deemed sufficient cause for changing our 
system of government? Should the Commie-
tees' first Chief counsel. Richard A. Sprague, 
whom Fond appears to admire, have been 
granted what Panel believes he wanted: 
total power, and unlimited financial backing 
and time to pursue the truth"? Should the 
political limitations have been removed so 
Sprague could have had unrestricted access 
to the CIA's computer system, its central in-
dices, and all of Its "raw" investigative files? 
Can we dismiss the CIA's interest in pre-
serving Its sensitive sources and methods as 
being of no national concern? Or is It that 
Sprague should have been given the last 
word on their protection or abrogation, so 
that the search for "the truth" would have 
had no roadblocks in its path? And what If 
in the end—after all CIA files had been re-
viewed and all agency officers. agents. and 
employees had been questioned under 
oath—there still was no absolute proof of 
Fond's theory? In the absence of a CIA con-
fession, what then? Mass administration of 
truth serum? Jan terms for the recalcitrant 
at Sprague's whim? Or perhaps Fongres3 
should then assume absolute power, taking 
over the executive branch. But, even with 
absolute power, financial and time restrie-
tiona would still exist. Suppose Sprague 
wanted everyone who watched the motor-
cade in Dallas in November 1963 to be inter-
viewed, no matter how long It took? And If 
his own Investigative resources were Insuffi-
dent, should Sprague have had the Dallas 
Police Department put at his disposal? 
Should we be willing to forgo policing the 
city of Dallas until the President's murder is 
solved? Until the CIA is proven guilty. 

In his article Fond describes me as 
ebrechly pragmatic." If that means I tried 
to make the most of the investigation, given 
the inherent political, financial, and time 
constraints, I take the characterization as a 
compliment. Nor do I object to the smelters-
Lion of hindsight to assess performance and 
suggest what might have been done better. 
for I readily admit that some mistakes were 
made. 1 would never say that crinclem of 
how the federal government too often oper-
ates is not needed. Nor would I suggest that 
so-called exposes of the inner workings of 
government, to be of value, must come from 
an unbiased source. I have spent my entire 
Professional career working for the federal 
government, and much of my energy has 
been expended in criticizing- the policies, 
procedures, and performance of the nen- . 
WS I have encountered. I believe, however, 
that my criticisms have been—in Intent and 
effect—constructive. Most of Fond', crita 
clams, on the other hand. are not construc-
tive: they are based on gross distortions of 
the facto; they are impractecal. and they 
serve only to undermine the credibility the 
Committee's investigation deserves. The 
Committee did conduct "t full and complete  

investirtetion." when that phrase is taken in 
context and the evaluation Is based on 
common sense and reality; pursuit of the 
truth was the gelding objective. if not the 
only consideration; and for Fond to pro-
claim that the Committee's investigation 
was no better than that of the Warren Com-
mission is an abuse of his abilities and repu-
tation. 

The majority of my professional career 
has involved the trial of cases In federal 
coed. and from that experience I've found 
that everyone has his own biases. preju-
dices, preconceptions. Not a single witness 
rit any trial, nor a single juror sworn to de-
termine the facts, nor even a judge, per-
forms his duty in a vacuum divorced from 
the experiences of his life and the Impres-
sions they have made upon him. Yet the re-
sponsibilities of those persons—to testify 
truthfully, to weigh the evidence, to judge—
are usually performed with a sufficient. 
degree of objectivity. On the other hand. 
certain safeguards are built' into a trial to 
minimize the effect of preludIte and its re-
Wed Influences (safeguards that too often 
heva do ementeiparta in the publication of a 
magazine article). Witnesses are subject to 
cross-examination; jurors are "excused" 
from service when their level of bias seems 
too high; and cautionary instructions are 
given to the Jury. An example of Lhe latter 
safeguard is the common instruction on 
evaluating the credibility of witnesses: 

"You as jurors, are the sole judges of the 
credibility of the witnesses and the weight 
their testimony deserves. • • • You should 
carefully scrutinize all the testimony given, 
the cireurreetances under which each witness 
has testified, and every matter In evidence 
which tends to indicate whether a witness Is 
worthy of belief. Consider each witness' In-
telligence, motive and state of mind, and de-
meanor and manner while on the stand. 
Consider also any relation each witness may 
bear to either side of the cese; the manner 
In which each witness might be affected by 
the verdict; and the extent to which, If at 
all, each witness is either supported on con. 
tradided by other evidence in the case. In-
consistencies or discrepancies in the testi-
mony of a witness, or between the testimo-
ny of different witnesses. may or may not 
cause the jury to discredit such testimony. 
Two or more persons witnessing an incident 
or a transaction may see or hear it differ-
ently; and Innocent misrecollection. like 
urc of recollection. Is not an uncommon ex-
perience. In weighing the effect of II discrep-
ancy, always consider whether it pertains Co 
a matter of importance or an unimportant 

' detail. and whether the discrepancy results 
from Innocent error or Intentional false-
hood. After making your own Judgment, you 
will give the testimony of each witness such 
credibility, if any, as you think it deserves." 

It Is appropriate that Fond's testimony as 
a witness be so evaluated, I do not propose 
that IL be rejected entirely, but his assertion 

'that. the investigation was n farce, that the 
Committee was guilty of distorting the way 
government should function, should be 
carefully weighed. Whitt can be relied upon 
wit ,some, if not total, confidence are recit-
als of events Fonzl witnessed. In fact, the 
precision with which Fond Is able to recite 
conversations Indicates he was recording 
theirs verbatim. (The time It must have 
taken to record conversations with other 
staff members makes me wonder If it was 
the preparation of his diary, riot the de-
mands of the Committee as Pelee{ contends. 
that kept him "so very, very busy and even- 
tunny 	Cwore him] down.") That Pone! is 
now able to accurately recite such conversa-
tions, however, does not necessarily enhance 
his credibility. First, one might- properly 
question his motive in keeping such a diary, 

since lie was not employed by t he Cornell': 
tee as ita historian, Did he set out from the 
beginning more interested in plying his 
trade as a Journalist than in InveellgatIne 
the assassination? Further Indications of 
such bad faith, and thus lost credibility, 
arise when Fond purposefully omits rele-
vant details from conversations so OS to dis-
tort their meaning. By way of example only, 
there is this colloquy in the article: 

"When I Joined the Committee. I thotight 
... analytical reports would be especially 
useful because there was no other investiga-
tor with my experience.... 

"Cornwell told me to stop them. 'I want 
your reports to be strictly factual,' he said. 
'Just give us the Information, I don't want 
any of your analysis going Into the record.' 
That, I said, would require ignoring the va-
lidity of the sources of information.... 'All 
right,' Cornwell said. 'If you want to analyze 
the information, put It on separate yellow 
paper and Ill tell the mall room not to log It 
in.' I came to refer to this procedure as the 
'Yellow Paper Ploye " 

Pond omitted the explanation I gave for 
what he calls the "Yellow Paper Ploy." 
told him I wanted the staff and the commit-
tee to be able to form its conclusions an the 
basis of the greatest quantity of informa-
tion possible, and that meant that those 
conclusions should not be drawn until the 
end of the Investigation after all available 
facts had been gathered, Since Fond, even 
at that early stage of the Investigation, had 
already reached a conclusion of CIA corn-
plielty, he was obviously irritated when I re-
fused to permit him to place this conclusion 
In our official record. 

There are other distortions in the article 
that bear on ranzi's credibility as a witness. 
He claims that Chief Counsel Cl, Robert 
Blakey "stacked" the staff with organized 
crime experts in an effort to prove a Mafia 
Conspiracy. Who are thi,,c experts? IThe  ar- 
tlde does not identity them.) Were they as-
signed to all of our investigative teams, re-
gardless of the subject area for which the 
team was responsible? (The artielJ does not 
say.) The fact Is that apart from Blakey and 
me and two attorneys who were successively 
in charge of the team investigating orga-
nized crime (where you might expect to find 
some expertise on the subject area), there 
were no staff lawyers with previous experi-
ence In organized crime investigate:ins. 

Thus, if the investigation was misdirected 
by the influence of "organized crime ex-
perts." the Influence could only have been 
exerted by Wilkey or me. Yes, even Blakey 
and I are subject to the Influence of our 
prior experiences. but Fond does not truth-
:Lilly discuss the probable effect of that in-
fluence, or bias, If you will. Ile writes that 
we Were predisposed to emphasize the possi-
bility of art organized crime plot, and to 
devote our limited resources to that subject 
at the expense of his theory that the CIA 
did IL The feet Is that from our experience 
we were inclined Initially to assume that or-
ganized crime would not have killed the 
President, because historically the mob has 
not employed violence against government 
officials, Furthermore, as the investigation 
progressed. we devoted equivalent time and 
resources to each of the prominent conspir-
acy theories, focusing equally upon the pos-
sibility of involvement by the various gov-
ernment neeneles. but organized crime, by 
agents of the Soviet Union or Cuba, by anti-
Castro Cubans, and so on. In the end the 
Committee's conclusions were based on the 
relative strengths of the evidence: there 
were substantial indications of complicity 
by elements of organized crime, while par-
ticipation by other groups, including a cabal 
of CIA agents, was deemed unlikely. In his 
article Fond makes no such comparison of 
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the relative strengths or Lite evidence. nor Is 
he qualified to do so. Ilis work for the Com-
mittee was restricted to his special arcs of 
Interest, the anti-Castro Cubans, and he fur-
ther confined himself by concentrating dog-
gedly on It VecianaBishop-Oswald link. 

Fonzi claims that the Investigation was a 
bureaucratic charade, that what was Impor-
tant was not "what you do, but how what 
you do looks in relation to how everything 
else you did looks." He suggests that Chief 
Counsel Blakey's only objective was to pro-
tect the standing institutions of govern-
ment—namely, the CIA—and not to investi-
gate them. These allegations, I believe. are 
so patently false that they must be labeled 
either the product of a blinding bias, or as 
conscious. willful' misstatements. I suggest 
to those who can find the lime that they 
evaluate Fonzl's charges In light of what 
new information the Committee developed 
and what It said about it. Contained In the 
Committee's report and 12 volumes of 
backup evidence is much new information 
about the assassination, Information that 
no eovenmental body had ever previously 
evaluated. It was on the basis of this infor-
mation that the Committee was able to 
reach conclusions that seemed inconoalvable 
when the Investigation began and evbn now 
Seem so extraordinary that their signifi-
cance is difficult to grasp: President Kenne-
dy was probably assassinated as the result 
of a conspiracy, and the federal government 
15 years ago. when the assassination could 
have been most effectively investigated, 
botched the case. 

Form' derogatorily describes Blakey and 
me as "hired hands" whose sole objective 
was to shield government institutions from it 
effective scrutiny and criticism. Yet the 
criticisms of the FBI, CIA, Secret Service, 
and Warren Commission set forth In the 
Committee's report, which was prepared 
under the direction of Blakey and me, are 
both extensive and pointed. (By making his 
charge. Fonzi demonstrates his Ignorance of 
the number of man-hours expended In com-
piling the data that led to our findings that 
the performance of those agencies had been 
less than adequate.) Had it uncovered credi-
ble evidence of conspiracy on the part of the 

• CIA or any other government agency, which 
IL did not, the Committee would have said 
so. But the important point Is that we did 
look for such evidence, and owing primarily 
to the talents of Chief Counsel Blakey and 
the ability and stature of Committee Chair-
man Louis Stokes, the search was carried 
out In a reasonably effective manner (given. 
among other minor annoyances. the fact 
that Con Cress does not, and should not, 
have absolute power over the executive 
branch). 

For the first time in history. Congress ne-
gotiated an agreement with the CIA for 
"unsanitized" access to its flies. Admittedly, 
the agreement was not foolproof: the CIA 
possibly could have selectively withheld or 
destroyed flies before turning them over to 
the Committee. Measures, however, were de-
vised to prevent that. Tho files contained 
cross.references, for example, which could 
and often did lead our staff to request relat-
ed documents. In addition, we Interviewed 
former and current CIA officers about the 
nature of the agency filing system general-
ly, and about the identity and location of 
particular files that might assist our inaestl- 
cation. While these safeguards still do not 
make the agreement foolproof, it was, I be- 
lieve, the best that could be reached given 
the circumstance of two separate and inde-
pendent branches of government. 

As I said, our Investigation, like any 
human endeavor, can be constructively criti-
cized using the benefit of hindsight, I am re- 

minded by Fonzl's article of two Issues that 
Blakey and I pondered during the investiga-
tion, which we perhaps should have decided 
differently. The first has to do with staff se. 
lection. We were aware of the possible ef-
fects of bias upon the functioning of our 
staff, and while we tried to secure as much 
expertise as possible (e.g. an attorney expe-
rienced in organized crime investigations to 
run the team assigned to that area of Lhe in-
vestigationi, we also tried to avoid hiring 
anyone who had previously worked on the 
Kennedy ease and might have preconceived 
notions about it. We made only a very few 
exceptions to that rule: one was Gaeton 

Fc'Trml'  The second issue we pondered involved 
the size of our Investigative staff, which 
consisted primarily of homicide detectives. 
It was of the highest quality, consisting of 
dedicated professionals. But for one signifi-
cant reason this was not a typical homicide 
investigation: we were 15 years late. Gover-
nor John B. Connally vividly made the 
point when he appeared at our hearings. He 
Said he had IrAvP1,1 over the werid t;Ittee 

1963, and every one he had talked to could 
remember with precision. where they were 
when they first heard that President Ken-
nedy had been assassinated. On the other 
hand, we found In our investigation that 
most people had no recollection whatever of 
where they were on Lhe morining of Novem-
ber 22, or the day before. or the week 
before. This does not mean that our Investi-
gators were of no value. On the contrary, 
they gathered valuable Information about 
relationships between individuals of interest 
to us. and they performed other very useful 

I functions. (Most significantly.was (An' in- 

ii

vestigative stle( (bet made_the most Irepor-
artiralseeViry of all: -ft-  tUrnedillilli e—W■ alias 

fiance 	ritsesateh—tape, which ultimately es- 
tablished that two gunmen fired at the 

.President,) But due to the lapse of 15 years 
we were forced to rely more heavily on an 
analysis of scientific data and on a review of 
voluminous files of government agencies, 
such as the FBI. CIA.. and Seccet Service. 
that contained data recorded iii 1163 and 
earlier years, and somewhat less on tradi-
tional Investigative techniques. This shift in 
emphasis away from traditional investiga-
tive techniques was frustrating for many of 
our Investigators, and It made Blakey and 
me wonder whether we should not have re-
tained a somewhat smaller investigative 
staff, and spent more of our limited re-
sources and time on scientific analysis and 
file reviews. 

Such second-guessing of our investigation 
notwithstanding, I believe the American 
people got a comprehensive investigation. 
We did not answer all the questions, but we 
did focus our attention on the major areas 
of interest. Further, we took a hard look at 
those specific Wins In each area that ap-
peared likely to shed new light on the relat-
ed nueetions of conspiracy and the perform-
ance of government agencies in 1903-1964. 

An excerpt from Pones article is worth 
repeating, sinre Its significance apparently 
escaped him when he wrote it. In the 
summer of 19111, for an undetermined 
reason. Antonio Veciana was wounded in a 
shooting assault. His daughter, a reporter 
for Lhe Miami News, In reflecting upon the 
attempt on her father's life, told of her 
pride for her father's efforts as an anti-
Castro leader, and •Fonzi quoted from her 
story. "My American friends never under-
stood the politics or the violence that comes 
with Latin polities," Ana Veclana wrote. "To 
this day I have not been able to explain, but 
only to describe, the passion Cubans feel for 
the freedom that's taken for granted in this 
country." Like Ana Veclana. I believe we 
often fall to appreciate our freedom, and we  

often forget that It comes at a price. Maybe 
Fidel Castro could have conducted a more 
"full and complete Investigation." No doubt. 
he would have had more power to do so in 
his country than the Committee was grant-
ed by the Constitution. But one price we 
pay for freedom Is that "even for something 
as Important as the assassination of a Presi-
dent," our investigations Include some com-
promises, and their results, in the words of 
Chairman Stokes, often contain some "loose 
ends." 

STATEMENT BY LOOTS STO10ES, ClIAIBMAN, 
HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINA-
TIONS . 
When I became chairman of the House 

Select Committee on Assassinations in 
March 1977. I faced a series of immediate 
crises. The Committee's funding resolution 
had barely been approved by the Ilouse, and 
confidence in our ability to accomplish our 
work with dignity and objectivity was not 
high. But I knew what needed to be done, 
and one of my first tasks was to appoint a 
new chief counsel and staff director. After 
the resignation of the original chief counsel 
and staff director, we were. so to speak, en 
army with a new commander-In-chief but no 
field general. In April I appointed a task 
force headed by Congressman Christopher 
J. Dodd of Connecticut to conduct an ex-
haustive search. Based on the recommenda-
tions of the American :tar Association, the 
Federal Bar Association, the National Asso-
ciation of Trial Lawyers, the Association of 
American Law Schools, Lhe National Dis- 

Civil 
trict 	e  the AAmericanCrILc at  

Defense Fund, we developed a list of 115 
possible candidates, of whom thirty-four 
were selected for interviewing, and thirteen 
were actually interviewed, In May the task 
force recommended three of the thirteen. 
When one of the finalists dropped out, my 
choice was narrowed to two, and I selected 
G. Robert Blakey, then a professor of law at 
the Cornell Law School. In my Judgment, 
Elialtey exemplified the criteria of the Com-
mittee's search: investigative experience, 
prosecutorial experience, administrative ex-
perience, Integrity, and professional stand-
ing. lie also had another valuable asset, 
which was knowledge of the peculiar folk-
ways of Congress, for our investigation was, 
after ail, a congressional Investigation, 	• 

When Congressman Dodd asked Professor 
Blakey If he might be interested In the Job, 
he said no, but on reflection he agreed to 
talk to us. In addition to meeting with the 
Committee. he had a full end frank discus-
sion with me about what needed to be done 
and how our task should be accomplished. 
(It was during that conversation that the 
decision was reached to announce Professor 
Blakey's appointment at a press conference 
in which It would be announced that there 
would be no more press conferences until 
our report was writtcn,and our work would 
proceed without further public fanfare.) As 
I look back on the course of our work from 
that point—from June 1971 to July 1979—I 
realize how fortunate we were that Profes-
sor Dlaltey changed his mind. Without his 
selfless and untiring efforts. our work could 
not have come to a successful conclusion. 

Now that Professor Blakey and lila col-
league, Richard N. Billings, have written 
their own book about the death of President 
Kennedy, 1 would like in :his foreward to 
put their work in the context of our Investi-
gation, since much of what they have writ-
ten, though not all, Is the product of their 
experience with the Committee. in so doing, 
however, I want to make IL explicit that 
while I firmly believe that all those who 
care about truth and justice must take this 
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book seriously, I do not necessarily share all 
of Blakey's and Billings's Individual conclu-
sions. Let me start by explaining the man-
date of our Committee, as it was set out in 
our resolution, which was passed by the 
House of Representatives in September 
1976. It can be summed up In three simple 
questions: Who assassinated President Ken-
nedy and Dr. King? (The Kennedy =asst. 
nation was one of two aspects of our investi-
gation: the other was the murder of Dr. 
Martin Luther King. Jr.) Did the assassin or 
assassins have the help of coconspirators? 
Flow well did the responsible federal agen-
cies perform before and after the respective 
assassinations? By December 29, 1978, at 
the final public hearing of the Committee, I 
was able to reflect on how well we had an-
swered those questions. We had clearly es-
tablished that the assassin of President 
Kennedy was Lee Harvey Oswald. which 
was in keeping with the findings of the ear-
lier ( fficial investigation. We had, however, 
developed significant new evidence of a con-
spiracy that was afoot in Dallas on Novem-
ber 22, 1963, which ran counter to the deter-
mination of the FBI and the Warren Com-
mission in 1964. Further, we had assessed 
the performance of the principal rkencies-
the FBI, the CIA, the Secret Service and 
the Warren Commission—and found that 
their performance left something to be de. 
sired. (There is a certain irony in the fact 
that our findings in the King assassination 
were nearly identical: James Earl Ray was 
the assasslis, as the FBI had established; 
there was evidence of a conspiracy, which 
the FBI had failed to consider; and agency 
performance, principally that of the FBI. 
was sadly lacking, both in its treatment of 
Dr. King before his death and in the investi-
gation of his assassination.) As our public 
hearings ended In December 1978, I noted 
that the Committee had gone as far as IL 
Could: we had fulfilled our legislative obliga-
tion. For the Committee to have proceeded 
to investigate the Issue of Individual respon-
sibinty further would have been unneces-
sary and inappropriate: necessary because 
we had learned all that we needed to know 
to recommend legislative reform, which we 
did. !natant-opt-late because our mandate 
called for fact-finding for the purpose of 
making recommendations, not an assess-
ment of Individual responsibility. As estab-
lishing personal guilt is rightfully allocated 
under our Constitution to the executive 
branch and the judiciary, further investiga-
tion by us would have been Improper. 
I recognized then, of course. that there 

were loose ends at the termination of the 
Committee's existence, and there still are. 
although I am glad to see that.Blakey and 
Billings have made an effort to Lie down a 
good many of them. Obviously, It Is to be re-
gretted that there are matters outstanding, 
but as I said during our public hearings, life 
itself has many loose ends. It may well be 
that all the troubling issues that have been 
raised about the deaths of President Keene-' 
dy and Dr. King will never be fully resolved. 
for it has been many years since they died. 
Some uncertainty is Inevitable In an uncer-
tain world. 

Finally, I would like to repeat my closing 
remarks at that last public hiou-ing 111 De-
cember 1978, fur they are still appropriate In 
1980. Never again should our society re-
spond as It did In the aftermath of the as-
sassinations of these two great men, who did 
not receive in death an Investigation com-
mensurate with the dignity of their lives. 
We cannot. of course, rewrite history. We 
cannot bring back John F. Kennedy or 
Martin Luther King, Jr. But the past must 
be a guide for the future. We must promise 

ourselves that this history will never be re-
peated. 

WASHINGTON. D.C., July 1980. 

STATEMENT BY RICHARDSON PREYER, 
CHAIRMAN. JOHN F. KENNEDY SUBCOMMITTEE 

The Importance of this book—and It Is an 
Important book—is that It carries the analy-
sis of the evidence In the assassination of 
President Kennedy well beyond the point 

, that the Committee was able to reach In the 
time available and with the constraints 
under which a committee of Congress must 
work. As to The constraints, this is as it 
should be, for individuals may speak with a 
freedom that a committee of Congress does 
not have. But putting their analysis and 
conclusion aside, the evidence Blakey and 
Billings have marshaled is extremely im-
pressive. I was able to review the facts pre. 
vented to the Committee not only as one of 
its members, but as a former federal judge, 
and, as such, I subjected the evIdence.to the 
severest sort'of tests. In the end, I came to 
conclude that It was not a ouestlon of 
whether there had been a conspiracy In the 
Kennedy assassination, but a question of 
who the conspirators were. Our conclusion 
was, therefore quite different Qom the one 
that was reached in 1964. 

Much of the evidence that was put before 
us consisted of the statements of witnesses 
whose reliability had to he doubted to some 
degree due to the passage of time, If for no 
other reason. Witness testimony or circum. 
suicidal evidence alone would not have been 
sufficient to lead me to vote to reverse the 
hieterte vend:et on PresidentKennedy's 
death. but there was evidence that:did. My 
Judgment did not rest on It. alone, as I care. 
fully reviewed the entire record, but the 
acoustics evidence was the crucial part that, 
to me. tipped the balance toward conspir- 

• acy. The acoustics evidence, a tape record-
ing of the actual sounds of the assassination, 
was most convincing of the presence of two 
gunmen In Dealey Plaza. Its detail fit com-
fortably with the detail of real life. As ana-
lyzed by our panel of experts, the tape apa s 
peared to one to be unassailable: 22 echoes 
of shots from the Texas School Book De-
pository, as well as the grassy knoll, reach-
ing the position of a moving motorcycle. 
which was located in photographs Just 
where the acoustic experts said it would be. 
Since echoes travel and reflect at known 
speeds, the police tape had to have been re-
corded in Dealey Plaza or'Its exact rtcousll-
cal replica. which obviously does not exist. 
In addition, the wave-forms produced by the 
sounds on the tape had the unique signa-
ture of supersonic bullets, and they 
matched In time the physical reactions of 
President Kennedy and Governor Connally. 
as they were recorded In a film of the assas-
sination by Abraham Zapruder. Finally, the 
wave-forms were consistent with the posi-
tion of the motorcycle. Certain spikes on a 
graphical display of the tape coincided with 
the sound of shots coming over the wind-
shield of the motorcycle before It turned 
into Dealey Plaza, and other spike, coin-
cided with shots fired from the side and 
rear of the motorcycle after It had made the 
left-hand turn from Houston onto Elm 
Street. In view of this kind of evidence, I 
came to believe, as I said At a press confer-
ence on July 15, 107D, the day we released 
our final report, that It would take a greater 
leap of faith to reject what the tape told us 
than to believe Lt. We should not shrink 
from the implications of the evidence. 

The hard acientlfic evidence of a second 
gunman, therefore, altered my Perception 
of the witness testimony and the eireum-
stimtial evidence, which no longer had to be 
the prof of the pudding. I was, for exam. 

pie. particularly Impressed with a group of 
witnesses from Clinton. Louisiana, who tes-
tified to the presence in their town In Sep-
tember 1963 of Lee Harvey Oswald together 
with one David W. Ferrie, a character from 
New Orleans who was employed by 1111 or-
ganized crime leader of that city, Carlos 
Marcell°. Frankly. I was prepared not to Out 
much stock In what the people from Chinon 
had to say, for they had come forward 
during the discredited Investieation of New 
Orleans District Attorney L'im Gerrlson In 
1967. (Actually, one of toe Clinton wit-
nesses, a Louisiana state legislator. told us 
he had notified the FBI upon seeing Os-
wald's picture In the newspaper after the as. 
sassinationa But when they appeared 
before the Committee in executive session 
In 1978, they struck me as sturdy, honest 
folk, who had no reason to lie and whose 
testimony was candid and consistent. The 
other evidence that I find most Impressive 
as it has been marshaled in this book was 
not all the product of our investigation: 
much of It Is presented here for the first 
time. IL Is the evidence that describes the 
nature of organized crime and then links 
Jack Ruby to organized crime, which In 
turn links organized crime to the aSsassIna. 
time. tIere- we see, for example. the role of 
Ruby, minor though it may have been. In an 
organized crime activity in Havana in 1959. 
(As a member of the Committee delegation 
that traveled to Cuba, I had a opportunity 
to evaluate tills Information firsthand.) 
Having established Ruby's organized crime 
association beyond any doubt. Blakey and 
Salines go on to show that there was no 
convincing reason, other than his organized 
crime association, for Ruby to murder 
Oswald. I could almost contradict myself 
and say the Ruby link to organized crime is 
Lite proof of the pudding. Coupled with the 
police tape, it leaves little question of the 
existence of a conspiracy and who. In all 
likelihood, engineered it. 

One other comment needs to be made 
about this distinctive book. There Is an 
abundance of books about tine Kennedy as-
cassInatien, and I have read a good many of 
them. Yet I found this hook uncommon, and 
not because I worked with and know the au-
thors. This is a distinctive book because. 
Blakey and Billings bring the reader Into 
the reasoning process. Rather than expect 
readers to accept a conclusion at fare value, 
they Invite them to make their oWn evalua- 
tion of the evidence. This Is an open-minded 
and objective analysis. While not all people 
will agree with all of Its conclusions. myself 
included, it makes an honest effort to come 
to grips with the evidence, I commend It to 
those who want to learn the truth about the 
events In Dallas In November 1963. 

WASHINGTON. D.C., July 1980. 

MEMORANDUM ON TILE ANALYSIS Or THE 
ACOUSTICAL EVIDENCE THAT SNOWS THAT 
Two Suooesns WERE IN DEALEY PLAXA ore 
NOVEMBER 22, 1963 

(Notre Dame Law School) 
COMMITTEE CONCLUSIONS AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
On January 2, 1070, the House Select 

Committee on Assassinations reported its 
Judgment that Islcientifie acoustical evi-
dence esinbiishtedl iv high probability 
(95%1 that two gunmen fired at President 
John F. Kennedy" In Dealey Plaza, on No-
vember 22, 1903. II. Rem. No. '35-11128. 15th 
Cong. 2nd Sess. p. 1 (1979). The Committee 
also concluded the President was "probably 
assaseinated as a result of a conspiracy." Id. 

The Select Committee's acceolance of the 
acoustical evidence showing two shooters. 
one from the Texas School Book Depository 
to the rear of the President, and one from a 
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grassy knoll area to the right front of the 
President. was based on a variety of factors. 
See generally Id at 65-91. Twenty-one car 
witnesses, for example, gave Lest'merle In 
1993 that they heard a shot from the grassy 
knoll area. front which the scientific eti• 
dence indicated the second shooter fired. In-
cluded among those witnesses were a motor-
cycle policeman to the Immediate right rear 
of the President in the motorcade, a Secret 
Service Agent to the left rear of the Presi-
dent in the motorcade, a Korean War 
combat veteran, who was standing on the 
grassy knoll area In the line of fire, and a 
railroad employee, who was observing the 
motorcade from a railroad overpass irnmedi-
ately in front of the motorcade, each of 
whom testified that they heard shots from 
both the Texas School Book Depository and 
the grassy knoll. In addition, at the point 
from which the shooter fired, fresh foot-
prints in the damp earth were found behind 
the high picket fence on the ;moil, and 
smoke was seen and smelled near the fence 
at the time of firing. Finally, a policeman 
immediately alter the firing stopped a man 
leaving the picket fence area, who falsely 
identified himself as a Secret Service Agent. 

The acoustical evidence, which consisted 
of a recording of the sounds of to assassi-
nation accidentally broadcast by if motorcy-
cle policeman in the Plaza to the police dis-
patcher and recorded on the police dispatch 
dietabelt, was also Independently corrobo• 
rated by other scientific evidence. Photo-
graphs were located of the motorcycle po-
liceman in the precise position that sounds 
on the dictabeit Indicated he should be in. A 
fiMs of the events of the assassination 
showed action In the film that confirmed 
that the shooting was occurring at the Wiles 
In the film and from the directions that the 
dietabeit Indicated. Timing and direction 
were also corroborated by ballistics evi-
dence, neutron activation analysis, and the 
work of a forensic pathology panel that re-
viewed films and x-rays of the President's 
body. 

After making its findings on the manner 
of the President's death, the Committee rec-
ommended that the Department of Justice 
and the National Science Foundation "make 
a study Of the theory and application of the 
principles of acoustics to forensic questions, 
using the materials available in the assassi-
nation of President John F. Kennedy na 
case study." Id at 9. 	 • 

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION STUDY 

On August 14, 1980, the National Science 
Foundation authorized $23,360 for a study 
(Independent tests were not contemplated) 
by the National Academy of Sciences on the 
work of the Select Committee. The study 
was to be headed by Professor Norman S. 
Ramsey of Harvard. The report by the 
panel was due In January, 1981. The expec-
tation now, however, Is that it will not be 
Completed until the end of March or the 
early part of April, 1981. 

On December 1, 1980. a report of the 
Technical Services Division of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation on the work of the 
Select Committee was released to the 
public. See 128 Cong. Rec. If 12369 (daily ed. 
December IL 1980). The 22 page report, 
which was not accompanied by supporting 
documentation and did not rest on Inde-
pendent empirical work by the FBI on the 
clicta.beit or sounds in Denny Plaza, found 
that the conclusions of the Select Commit-
tee were "invalid," since it was neither 
shown that gunshots were on the dictabeit 
nor that sounds originating In the Plaza 
were recorded on it. 

According to the FBI report, the scientific 
analysis relied upon by the Committee nre- 

cesarily reeled on the authenticity of the 
dietabele that Is. upon findings that the 
sounds en Lhe dietabelt identified as gun-
shots by tile committee originated from 
within the Plaza and that the sounds them-
selves were gunshots. According to the FBI 
report, these two elements could be proven 
if it could be acoustically shown that the in-
formation Lhe committee analyzed was 
unique to Dealey Plaza "to the exclusion of 
all other locations" or that "eyewitness tes-
timony" could be adduced Independent/3+ to 
establish them. The report then noted that 
other work done by the FBI In connection 
with Lhe shook:AIL between the Communist 
Workers. Party and the KKK In November, 
1079, in Greensboro. N.C.. had found a shot 
whose echo pattern In fact matched the al-
leged grassy knoll shot within the same 
degree of tolerance as that accepted by the 
committee for its match. Consequently, the 
FBI report concluded that the two elements 
could not be shown acoustically since it was 
clear that Greensboro. N.C., was not Dallas, 
Texas, The FBI reonrt then simply asserted 
that "no conclusive" eyewitness testimony 
had been presented to the Committee that 
the motorcycle microphone was recording in 
Dealey Plaza and that shots were In fact re-
corded on R. 

COMMENT ON FRI CRITIQUE 

The FBI report on the work of the Select 
Committee fundamentally misunderstood 
The scientific analysis relied upon by the 
committee; it did not make a finding of 
identity (100 percent) between an alleged 
shot from the grassy knoll and a known 
shot from It: the finding was of a. 95 percent 
probability of a match. Stated another way, 
the Committee's study recognized that 
there was, in fact, a 5 perecent chance that 
the lnformnHon of the diclabell. did not rep-
resent a gunshot from the grassy knoll. (A 
finding of identity f 100 percent) was not 
practical because of the Imprecise, character 
of the dispatcher's recording equipment.) 
Consequently, the purported "find" by the 
FBI of a match from Greensboro, N.C.. did 
not undermine the Committee's scientific 
analysis.' Hence the statistical probability 
of 95 percent was not altered by the pur-
ported finding of an obviously mistaken 
match, and the FBI's assertion that the 
Committee's acoustical analysis was "inval-
id" does not withstand close analysis. The 
Committee's final acceptanec of the 95 per-
cent side of the probability rather than the 
5 percent side, moreover, rested on the co- 

The most charitable reason that can be offered 
on why the Fe! report misunderstand the scientific 
and analytical work or Eno Select Committee is Mt 
the Bureistra technicians were Inexperienced with 
the nophisticated lLaListleal and acoustical proce-
dures employed by the Commitices scientists_ 
(Until the work of the Committee, the Bureau had 
never examined similar ricouxtical Luuea,l In Addi-
tion, for reasons Lind remain obscure, the Burred 
declined to work with the Committee's selentisth In 
the preparation of Its critique of their work. prefer-
ring to review IL in secret and to release the Critique 
publican before the Committees scientists had 
tine opportunity to comment an possible miaunder• 
itiandlues. A less charitable comment would note 
the apearent Institutional unwillingness In 1080 to 
Admit that the P131 failed Lo investigate adequately 
Use death of She President In 1064, 

AIT4111.1111.11 to the FI3I. Its "Itnd" matched a 50 
millisecond echo pattern used by the Committee's 
scientist'. In fact. the 60 millisecond echo pattern 
wan only Used by the Committee's scientists In the 
preliminary nutty, The FBI did not, therefore. 
asdcrt that the 3b millisecond eerie pattern retied 
on by the CoAmittee !Or Its final judgment 
matched the..Clreenabero shot. Because the time 
span (so va. Sp) Is much smaller, the possibility la 
mach higher of finding another match failing 

' within the 	margin of emu.. It remains to be 
wen. therefore, if a "mistaken match" can be found 
for the full 30 miltinecand echo pattern, 

herence, noted above, of the scenario of the 
assassination Ilimhug and direction of the 
shots) portrayed on the dictabelt wills the 
available scientific and other evidence estab-
lishing what happened in the Plaza, a co-
herence not even addressed, much less re-
futed, by the FBI report.' Finally, the asser-
tion by the FBI that there was "no conclu-
sive" non-acoustical evidence that would in-
dependently establish the authenticity of 
the dictabelt and the Committee's analysis 
of It was nothing more than an assertion. 
Not only did it Ignore the evidence noted 
above, seemingly, too, it necessarily rested 
on the underlying assumption that only 
direct evidence can be used to authenticate 

. the dietabeit. that is, testimony immediately 
touching on how and what the microphone 
was recording. in fact, the authentleity of 
the dictabelt obviously can be and was es-
tablished by the abundance of circumstan-
tial evidence that corroborated the Version 
of the assassination recorded on the dicta-
belt'—G, Robert Blakey, Professor of Law, 
February 17, 3 4R1. 

BOLT, BERANEK & NEWMAN, INC.. 
Catrtbridge, Mass.. March 27, 1381, 

Hon. Lours Swims. 
Nouse of Representatives, 
Washington. D.0 

Dear Congressman Stokes: We received on 
2 December 1589 the copy of the FBI review 
of "The Acoustical Reports Published by 
the House Select Committee on AssassIne-
Bons" that you graciously sent we As we de-
clared in our Joint public statement of 4 De. 
cember 1980, a copy of which Is attached, we 
stand firm in our conviction that our find-
ings are logically and scientifically correct 
end we disagree completely with the conclu-
sions of the FBI. Their review of our work 
found that we ". . . did not 'scientifically 
prove that a gunshot was fired by a second 
gunman from the grassy knoll area of 
Outlay Plaza ...," and that we "... did not 
scientifically prove that the Dictabeit re-
cording of Channel 1 of the Dallas Police 
Department radio system contains the 
sounds of gunshots 	.". We have studied 
the FBI's report and we find that the FBI 
failed to understand either the methods 
that we used or the nature of the problem 
that was posed to us. As a result.. In their, 
report the FBI asserts premises that are Ir-
relevant, makes deductions from our'report 
that are Incorrect, and presents findings 
that are unsupported. 

The House Select Committee an Assassi- 
nations (HSCA). under your chairmanship, 
selected Bolt. Beranek & Newman. Inc. 
(13/3N), to analyze a Dietabeit recorded by 
the Dallas Police Department (DPD) on No-
vember 22, 1.903 to see if it contained sounds 
associated with President John F, Kenn,,• 
dy's assassination. This DPD Diciabelt cr /s-
tains recordings of transmissions Irani a 
mobile ponce unit whose microphone was on 
before, during and after the assassination. 
BBN was asked to deiermine if the mobile 

•Bertrand Russell. The Problems Phitclophe rt. 
140, dealt with coherence in gala (rumen: "In 
regard to probable bpinion, we can derive great as-
sistance from Citherence, which we rejected as the 
definition of truth. but may often use ria a eriterion. 
A body of IndividtinIty probable opinions. If they 
are mutually coherent, become more probable than 
any one of them would be Individually, R Is In this 
way that many scientific hypotheses acquire their 
probability. They fit Into a coherent system of 
probable opinions. and thus become more probable • 
than they would be In Isolatien • ' ." 

'That an FBI technical report would even Implic-
itly suggest that a fact may be shown only by direct 
evidence Is Ironic, as It is now well established that 
circumstantial evidence is no !Ps"; probative than 
direct evidence • • 	palled Stares v. Dodge. 530 
P.2d 17D. 757 (8th Or. 10TO.KWebater. J.) 
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police unit with the open microphone was In 

Dcaley Plaza during the assassination; if so. 

had the sounds of shots been recorded; the 
number of shots and the interval between 

them; the origin of the shots and the type 
of weapon used. 

BBN Mend that the recorded sounds On 

the DPD Dictabell, in particular. four 

groups of impulses. were consistent with the 
sounds that would have been recorded from 

a transmitter with an open microphone 

moving In Dealey Plaza, if four gunshots 
were fired during the assassination in a spe-
cific sequence. BBN found the sequence and 
the origin of gunshots, and Lhe path of the 
moving microphone that are needed to pro-
duce the sounds actually recorded by the 
DPD. The combination of these findings, as 

well as the timing of the impulse groups on 
the DPD Dictabelt, led BBN to conclude 
that it Is very unlikely that the four impulse 

groups recorded on the DPD Dictabelt could 
have been caused by another source. 

Subsequent to the BBN analysts. the 
IISCA examined films of the motorcade 
that depicted, at the time of the assassina- 
tion, the part of the motorcade route where 
1313N had found that the mobile police unit 
with the open microphone would trve to be. 
The IISCA observed in these films that 
there was indeed a motorcyle following the 
path described by the BBN analysis, even 
though the motorcade order of vehicles de-
scribed In the Warren Commission report 
had not placed any motorcycles near that 
path during the time span of the assassina-
tion. Moreover. the !MCA concluded that 

the specific Lime sequence of the probable 
gunshots matches closely Um time sequence 
with which the occupants of the presiden-

tial limousine reacted to the shots. 
• Although the HSCA found that the BBN 

findings were corroborated by other non- 
acoustical evidence, the BBN analysis left 
some uncertainty about the number of 
shots and their origin, BBN did not prove, 
nor did it attempt to prove, that the sounds 
recorded on the DPD Dictabelt were pro-
duced by gunfire In Dealey Plaza. The BBN 
analysis did not exclude the possibility that 
some unknown source could produce Im-
pulse' sounds similar to those observed on 
the DPD Dictabelt. To reduce the uncer- 
tainty about the third Impulse group. Pro-
fessor Mark It. Weiss and Mr. Ernest Asch- 
kenasy were asked to examine the sounds in 
that group and, if possible, establish wills 
greater confidence if this Impulse group cor- 
responds to a gunshot sound generated on 
the ";rassy knoll" of Dealey Plaza during 
the aasassination of President Kennedy. To 
this end. Professor Weiss and Mr. Aschken-
asy (WecAl took a different approach to the 
study of those sound patterns on the DPD 
Dictabelt that BON thought might repre-
sent the third of four shots. 

In effect. Wesit were asked that If a gun 
had been fired on the "grassy knoll-  on that 
occasion, would the sounds of the gunshot 
as received In Dealey Plaza, and transmitted 
and recorded by the DPI) radio dispatch 
system resemble the third group of Impulses 
observed on the DPD recording. This ques-
tion can be answered unambiguously if the 
position of use shooter and the location of 
the microphone that picked up the sounds 
were known. and all of the components of 
the DPD radio system were known and 
available. While none of the listed facts are 
known for the case, W&A were able to use -
an elementary method, based on fundamen-
tal principles of me/sullies, that yields a nu-
merical probability of whether tite DPI) im-
pluse group corresponds to gunshot sounds 
generated on the "grassy knell". W&A fetch-
ered and examined all the available Infor-
mation about Dealey Plaza and the events  

that occurred there, and about the DPI) 
radio dispatch system. W&A then isolated a 
reliable measurement that could be used to 
compare gunshot sounds to the DPD im-

pulse group In question. Applying this men- 
surement to an assumed gunshot. for the 
conditions given In the question, and to Lire 
DPD impulse group, WSzA were able to 
compare the two and derive a probability of 
correspondence. 

The approach taken by BBN and W&A Is 
appropriate. relevant, and correct for the 
task. Either the FBI failed to understand or 
chose to ignore it. since it Is not Included 
with the methods listed in the FBI's report. 
On page 13 of their report, the FBI asserts, 
that "there are at least two known acousti- 
cal and one non-acoustical method that 
could determine whether the four specified 
implosive patterns on the DPD recording 
originated from Dealey Plaza, Dallas. Texas. 
diuring the Presidential assassination on 
November 22, 1963." The methods that are 
proposed by the FBI demonstrate that they 
(ailed to understand the nature of the task 
since these methods are inappropriate Mr 
the problem at hand. 

The first method proposed by the FBI Is 
to show that "the other Information on the 
DPD recording Just before, during and Just 
after the pertinent time period was exclu-
sively from Dealey Plaza." This method Is 
appropriate only if all of the sounds record- 
ed in the pertinent time Interval were trans-
mitted by the same one microphone. Howev- 

er. as was stated to our reports, sounds 
transmitted by other microphones also were 
recorded In this interval. Therefore. this 
method cannot be used to show that the 
sounds In this Interval originated exclusive-
ly In Dealey Plaza. The FBI acknowledges 
that this method cannot be used. On page 
14 of their report. they state that "The first 
acoustical method cannot be used to vali- 
date that the designated impulsive informa- 
tion originated in Dealey Plaza, since other 
eounde during the pertinent portion either 
did not originate from Dealey Plaza or their 
origin Is unknown." Yet, alter providing 
some examples of these sounds, the FBI 
then concludes that, "... this method does 
not show that the designated patterns oriel-
:sated from Dcaley Plaza. and in fact, re- 
flects contrary information." Since a 
method that ". . cannot be used to validate 
that the designated impulsive information 
originated In Dealey Plaza..." inevitably 
will fail to do so, the first part of the FBI's 
conclusion 13 meaningless. The second part 
of the conclusion, In which the FBI states 
that this method "... In fact, reflects con-
trary Information." Implies that the method 
somehow reflects evidence that the impulse 
sounds did not originate in Dealey Plaza, 
Thispart of the conclusion Is entirely un- 
supported. Neither the failure of this partic- 
ular method to demonstrate that the stuck 
microphone was In Dealey Plaza, nor Lhe 
evidence that transmissions from micro- 
phones outside Dealey Plaza also were re-
corded in the pertinent segment of the DPD 
recording Indicates that the stuck micro-
phone' was not in Maley Plaza or lit any 
arty provides any Information that reflects 
on where the microphone actually was lo-
cated. 

The second method proposed by the FBI 
is to prove "that the (impulsive) patterns 
represent sounds from Dealey Plaza If the 
information being analyzed Is unique to 

Dcaley Plaza to the exclusion of ail other 
locations within the range of the DPI) radio 
system." This method cannot be used even 
if it can be shown that the sequences of 
echoes for gunshots fired let Dealey Plaza 
are unique to that locale. The nolee on the 
DPI) Dim:Labelle the uncertainty In the loca-

tion of the moving microphone and. In the  

case of the "grassy knoll", the uncertainty 
in the location of the gun preclude the use 

of uniqueness as a basis for determining the 

Origin of the recorded Impulses. BBN was 
able to use the principle of uniqueness in 

the analysis of recorded gunshot sounds 
when they determined the location of the 
weapons that fired the first several shots at 
Kent State University In 1970. They were 
able to do so in that Instance because they 
had prior knowledge of where the recording 

microphone had been located. No such prior 
Information Is available for the microphone 
that recorded the sounds on the DPI) Dicta-

belt. 
In their report to the I-MCA. W,SzA pre-

sented the concept of Uniqueness to illus-
trate the relationship between the location 
of a gun. a microphone, a group of echo pro-
ducing eurfaccs and the echo pattern that 
will be recorded by a microphone. Apparent-
ly, the FBI misunderstood this part of the 
We:A report since they thought that this 

lustrittion represents the second method 
proposed by the FBI. This Is seen on page 

14 of the FDI report where they state that 
"the second acoustical method utilizing the 
alleged uniqueness of the designated sound 
as applied by Weiss and Aschkenasy. also 
cannot validate that the impulsive informa-

tion 

 

 is from Dealey Plaza." 
The only scientifically valid approach 

that can be taken for the problem at hand Is 
Incorporated In the methods used by BBN 
and W&A In their analysis, yet excluded by 
the FBI. This approach establishes a basis 
for calculating the probability that echoes 

of the gunshots fired In Dealey Plaza and 

the specified linp‘ilse groups on the DPD 

Dictabelt represent the same event. As It 
happens, the analysis reveals a high prob-

ability that the microphone that transmit-

ted the sounds heard on the DPD Dictabelt 
was moving In Dcaley Plaza at the time of 
the assassination• and that the recording 

contains the sounds olgunftre, The analysis 
also shows that, with high probability, the 
third group of impulses identified by BBN 

corresponds to a gunshot sound fired on the 
"grassy knoll" of Dealey Plaza. 

We have attached a memorandum detail-
ing more fully our disagreements with the 

FBI. We welcome responsible inquiries from 

any concerned party and hope that this 

letter and the memorandum will dispel any 

further confusion. 
Respectfully yours. - ' 

	
• 

James E. Barger. chief scientist. Boit, 
Beranek ex Newman, Mark R. Weiss, 
professor, Department of Computer 

Science, Queens College of C.U-N.YS' 
Ernest Aselikenase. consultant, New 
York, N.Y. 

MEatortmnaUm 

To: Ron. Louis Stakes. Member of Congress, 
House of Representatives. Washington, 

D.C. 	 - 
Prom: Dr. James E. Barger. Dr. Theodare L. 

Rhyne, Mr. Edward C. Schmidt, Dr. 
Jared J. Wolf, Bolt Beranek and 
Newman Inc.. Cambridge, Mass. 02138. 

Date: March 27, 1931. 
This memorandum details our disagree-

ments with the Fill critique, found on pages 
13 through 20 of their review, of our tests 
on the Dallas Police Department recording. 

On page 13 the FBI asserts that there are 
"at least" three known methods that could 
determine whether the four Impulse pat-
terns we found originated from Dealey 
Plaza, Their subsequent discussion of their 
three methuds, to the exclusion of the 
method we actually used, does not consti-
tute a rational or an effective critique of the 
findings we obtained from the DPD record-

ing. 
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First, the FBI observes that we might 
have shown that all recorded events both 
just preceding and Just following the four 
Impulse patterns originated in Dealey Plaza, 
We had found that this otherwise sensible 
method could not be relied upon because we 
were able to show that not even all recorded 
events during the time span of the four im-
Ouse patterns originated from the name 
radio transmitter. Since all of these trans-
meters might not be co-located, we could 
not assume that all recorded events came 
from the same place. Even though we did 
not employ this first method of the three 
proposed by the FBI. they evidently did—
for they conclude that this method "... re-
flects contrary htfonnation". We interpret 
this conclusion of the FBI to mean that the 
presence of transmitters with unknown lo-
cation diminishes the likelihood that the 
transmitter that recorded the Impulses was 
in Dealey Plaza, Thus, their first method 
simply Is a definition of the problem to be 
solved. Our method was actually to solve 
the problem. We determined where In 
Dealey Plaza the transmitter would have 
had to be If it. were to have recorded the as-
sassination gunfire sounds as they appeared 
on the DPD recording. It was found later by 

• the SSSCA that there was a motormlele with 
a radio transmitter where ete•had found it 
must be. We are unaware of any contrary 
Information contained In our results, and we 
believe that the FBI conclusion Is unsup' 
ported. 

Second, the FBI observes that we might 
have shown that the Impulse patterns being 
analyzed were unique to Dealey Plaza. This 
method is the one that we developed when 
In 1976 we determined from recorded sounds 
at 'Kent State University the locations of 
the weapons that fired the first several 
shots back In 1970 by Ohio National 
Guardsmen. Analysis of the DPD recording 
did not admit a direct use of.thts method. 
because we had no prior knowledge about 
where the DPD recording microphone may 
have been—as we did for the Kent State re-
cording. 

Our method for cooing with this problem 
involved Lwo techniques. The first tech-
nique (during the August 1976 acoustical re-
construction In Dealey Plaza) was to record 
the sound of the test shots at 36 different 
locations along the motorcade route. We 
then compared the DPD recording impulse 
patterns with each test shot recorded at 
each location to see If any combinations of 
test shot and microphone location showed a 
Islet correlation. We further recognized 
that even the 30 microphone locations that 
we used would not show precisely all the 
unique impulse patterns that are possible, 
because of the time it takes for acoustic lee 
pulses to-travel from one microphone to the 
next, Therefore our second technique was 
to add a margin of uncertainty to the test 
shot echo patterns. This margin was to 
accept the coincidence of an Impulse in a 
DPD Impulse pattern with an echo In our 
reconstruction pattern U the two occurred 
with ±6 msec of each other. This process 
destroyed the uniqueness of our reconstruc-
tion echo patterns, but the 6 msec coinci-
dence margin resulted In only a small In-
crease In the likelihood that unrelated 
sources-of impulses could generate patterns 
that would match the Dealey Plaza pat-
terns. We demonstrated this fact by calcu-
lating that only 13 out or about 2,000 im-
pulse patterns produced by a random proc-
ess would, onnhe average, match the four 
DPD recorded implu_se patterns. We chose 
the random process for which all possible 
combinations of impulse locations In a finite 
number of time windows are equally likely 
to occur. We believe that this random woe- 

ees models quite well all possible permuta-
tions of the locations of echo-producing ob-
jects. 

But the key to our method, and the 
Retiree of our method's power to discrimi- 
nate between gunfire recorded by a micro- 
phone in Dealey Plaza and any other source 
or Impulses on the DPD recording. was to 
test for the DPD microphone trajectory. We 
found that the locations or our microphones 
that picked up Lhe reconstruction echo pet- 
terns that did match with four Lime-ordered 
iraphIse patterns on the DPD recording 
moved In the direction of the motorcade 
and at its rate of advance. Thereby. what we 
gave up in uniqueness of the reconstruction 
echo patterns we gained back by requiring a 
Coherent microphone trajectory as an im- 
portant, and obviously necessary require-
ment. The odds are vanishingly small that 
any process could generate four different 
impulse patterns In a time sequence that 
causes each one to match a different recon- 
struction echo pattern measured aL each of 
four microphones separated by the three 
distances dictated by the speed 03 the mo-
torcade. 

The most meaningful and the most direct 
method of verifying whether we have 
proved that the Impulse patterns on the 
DPD recording are caused by gunfire in 
Dealey Plaza is to examine independent evi- 
dence about the motorcycle trajectory and 
about the shot timing sequence that our 
analysis revealed. We did not hypothesize 
this trajectory. nor did we hypothesize the 
thnhrp setiucuce. The IISCA did find that 
both the motorcycle trajectory and the shot 
sequence we found were consistent with in-
dependent phologrephle evidence. 

Finally. the FBI asserts that the third of 
three methods that could determine wheth- 
er the DPD sound patterns that we tested 
originated, in Dealey Plaza requires proof 
that someone saw a stuck microphone on 
Channel 1 In Dealey Plaza. We know only of 
the testimony of Officer McLain that his 
microphone often stuck open. and that it 
might have been on Channel L Therefore 
we did not devise our analysis on the basis 
of this method. 

On pages 14 and 15, the FBI report finds 
that the 50 msec time span analyzed' by 
Weiss and Aschkenasy does not provide 
compelling evidence of a match. We agree. 
We based our assessment of the third-shot 
match achieved by Weiss and Asehkenasy 
on their finding that 10 coincidences oc-
curred between the 14 DPD impulses and 
the 12 reconstruction echoes that occurred 
in a 320 msec time spare The FBI offers no 
explanation for this occurrence. which Is 
most unlikely if the source of both impulse 
patterns was not a common one. The 
common source would have to be gunfire In 

,Dealey Plaza because that Is how Lhe recon-
struction echoes were obtained. 

On page 15 the FBI report asserts that 
tile record sound of a gunshot at Greens- 
boro. N.C., was found to represent 'The 
same impulsive pattern sound on the DPD 
recording during the Presidential as.sassina• 
Lion in November. 1983". The report says 
lime a probability of 95% or better can be 
nesiened to the similarity betweep the 
Greensboro pattern and the alleged third 
shot pattern on the DPD recording. The 
eel a to back up this statement are not con-
Wiled in the FBI report. We don't know 
how many impulses are present in the first 
320 mime of the Greensboro Impulse pat-
tern. We do not know how many of these 
impulses are coincident with the 14 DPD 
impulses, Nor do we know what time-
window was used for judging coincidence. 

Menus° the data are not revealed by the 
FIJI, we cannot critique their conclusion 
that the two impulse patterns represent 

each other to better than 05"t probability. 
But even it the data were round to back up 

'the 95% probability asserted by the FBI. no 
one could conclude from that fact that our 
technique was invalid. If the FBI tested 
each of their 39 echo patterns against the 
third impulse pattern on the DPD record-
ing, they should expect to find about Lwo 
such matches assuming that the Greens-
boro echo patterns are about 320 ms long. 
One cannot tell how long are the patterns 
in the FBI report, for they have omitted the 
time scale on the waveforms they do show. 

On pages 17 and 18 the FBI offers some 
data (without time scale) from Greensboro 
to show that other impulsive sounds pro-
duce echo patterns, besides gunshot. Of 
course all sounds produce echoes from any 
Impedance discontinuity—whether impul-
sive sounds or continuous sounds. Our anal-
ysis did not In any way assume that because 
there were echo patterns, therefore the fa-
vored sources of these sounds were gun-
shots. 

Neither I3BN, nor Weiss and Aschkenasy 
used the presently or absence of a shock 
wave to determine if an impulsive sound was 
a gunshot. It would be wrong to do this. The 
shock wave occurs only if the projectile :a 
supersonic, and only then if the angle Be-
tween the line connecting the observer to 
the weapoh and the projectile trajectory is 
less than the complementary of the Mach 
angle. 

On page 20 the FBI report lists five topics 
that they describe as problem areas and in-
consistencies. Topic 1 refers to Table 4 of 
the WerA report, In which predicted gun-
shot echoes are arranged alongside those 
impulses in the Diet-Isbell recording that are 
closest to them In time. It certainly Is true 
that several of the impulses that are listed 
in this table are less than one millisecond 
apart. The sentence cited by the FBI, In 
which WecA. state that Impulses that are so 
closely spaced are treated as one impulse is 
not inconsistent with these data since the 
statement refers to the method that was 
used to count the number of impulses that 
exceed the noise threshold. This is made ex-
plicit by the very next sentence. In which 
the number of such impulses Is specified. 

Topic 2 refers to the fact that BBN dem-
onstrated that loud Impulses such as gun-
shots are distorted upon transmission 
through the DPD radio system. We demon-
strated tills to show why we would base our 
analysis technique solely on the time-of-ar-
rival of an impulse—and not on the shape or 
amplitude of the impulse. The time that 
each impulse Is transmitted by the radio Is 
not distorted by the fact that the Impulse is 
loud; only its shape and Its amplitude. 

Topic 3 observes that no microscopic ex-
amination of the DPD dictabelt was con-
ducted to see if the patterns analyzed are 
caused by surface Imperfections. Of course 
the patterns we analyzed are caused by sur-
face impressions—that Is how the recorder 
works. We did not find periodic Impulses, 
such as would be caused by surface 
scratches that span mere than one groove. 
We did find more loud impulses on the DPD 
recording than we found In the recoestruc-
tion impulse patterns. These were due to a 
variety of causes, including keying tran-
slents and probable surface imperfections as 
well. To suggest that the entire impulse pat-
terns were caused by surface imperfections 
simply is to describe the physical martifestae 
eon of any unknown source of noise. We 
have tested the sensitivity of our technique 
to noise with our calculations to show the 
likelihood that noise will resemble gunshot 
echo patterns In Dealey Plaza. 

Topic 9 questions 131IN's treatment of the 
matches between reconstruction echo pat-
terns and DPI) recording Impulse patterns 
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that do not lie on the about 11 mph locus. 
We agree that three or four loci could be 
about equally accepted. If there were no 
other evidence to help choose between 
them. However, the motorcrele noise is seen 
to diminish about four seconds before the 
spot where we have found that it was at the 
instant of the first shot. Since the motorcy-
cle was then approaching a 12O' left turn. It 
would have to slow down at that time. The 
locus we chose Is the only one that allows 
(or that. Finally, photographic evidence was 
found by the IISCA that showed a motorcy-
cle on the locus that we had chosen. That 
Independent verification is the best reason 
for rejecting as false alarms the matches 
found along other loci. • 

Topic 6 deserves more explanation than 
has been given by Weiss and Aschkenasy. 
The slight time stretch introduced by them 
Is more rigorous than the FBI supposes. We 
were unable to determine the exact record-
ed time scale because there were few clues. 
But t  in exact time scale could not bt deter-
mined anyway because there is always a 
flutter induced in the time scale by the re-
corder speed fluctuations. We did determine 
that the D1713 recorded time scale was 5 per-
cent slow. I about 1 percent. Scientific pro-
cedure requires that all possible time scales, 
within the range of possibility !tat we had 
determined, be searched to see 11 any time 
scale within this range produces a good 
match. Thus Weiss and Asehkenasy did 
search these values and they found a value 
of 4.3 percent that fits in the range extend-
ing from 4.0 percent to 5.0 percent that we 
had determined, 

In summary. we do not find any Insights, 
data, or arguments In the FBI report that 
we believe will StippOrt their conclusions 
that our tests of the DPD recording are in-
valid. 


